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1. “Moving from reactivity to reflection calls for three kinds of work: acknowledging our losses, 

exploring unstated assumptions, and noticing what wants to emerge. Good questions will create a 

holding space for this transformational work.” - Susan Beaumont offers 10 questions to ask as we 

move out of the reactive/crisis response phase of the pandemic. 

https://www.congregationalconsulting.org/10-questions-to-ask-now/ 

    

2. “Going back through that research now, I’ve put together a comprehensive list of some simple 

do’s and don’ts to help you get the most out of your next virtual meeting.” – This article from Keith 

Ferrazzi is few years old, but it offers good advice for leading a productive online meeting. 

https://hbr.org/2015/03/how-to-run-a-great-virtual-meeting 

 

3. “Barna is continuing to offer church leaders a free digital copy of Where Do We Go from Here?, a 

2019 report assessing our nation's reputation of racism, both past and present.” – If you’d like a 

free copy of this research report, go to: https://shop.barna.com/products/where-do-we-go-from-

here?variant=23203972087889&utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Barna+R

oundup%3A+Racial+Justice+%7C+The+New+Sunday+Morning+%7C+Churches+Reopening&utm_ca

mpaign=BU_06-03-20_Roundup 

 

4. “It might be worth losing the opportunity to have some face-to-face conversations if our social 

media rants were actually influencing people to change their minds. But, let’s face it, they’re not.” 

– Karl Vaters offers an interesting reflection on the value of engaging people offline instead of simply 

posting our beliefs on social media sites.  https://www.christianitytoday.com/karl-

vaters/2019/july/christian-influence-get-off-facebook-and-talk.html?paging=off 

 

5. “David Brubaker says leaders need different skills in this age when deep political divisions affect 

our families, congregations, and communities. It requires clarity, compassion, courage, and 

connection.” – Leading in an Age of Political Polarization suggests that relationships are the way 

forward in the midst of polarization. https://www.churchleadership.com/leading-ideas/leading-in-an-

age-of-political-polarization/ 

 

6. “Still, with everything in the culture changing, how do you navigate toward a better future? One 

step is to start asking solid questions. Why? Because usually the future isn’t pioneered by the 

clarity of the answers nearly as much as it by the quality of the questions..”– Carey Nieuwhof asks 

10 helpful questions about the future church attendance and offers some hunches about the direction 

things are going.  https://careynieuwhof.com/where-is-future-church-attendance-heading-10-questions-

10-hunches/ 

 

7. “With the duration of physical distancing unknown, easily implementable technology can be used 

to virtually manage your church’s finances.” – Tim Vaughn discusses five ways to manage church 

finances without being together in your church building and links to software options for each of the five 

suggestions.  https://faithlead.luthersem.edu/five-easy-ways-to-virtually-manage-your-churchs-finances/ 
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